The 31 newly opened N.J. restaurants you need to try right now.
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We hope you’re hungry, Jersey, because there are a ton of new restaurants across the state whose Yelp pages are on fire with positive reviews.

We know one of the best things about living here is the range of cuisines available and this list is chockfull, with everything from paella in Montclair to authentic Turkish in Rockaway to new Atlantic City hotspots and even vegan Mexican food (yes, you read that right) at the Jersey Shore.

They range from takeout and casual joints to gastropubs and fancier fare and span the state from Wildwood to Collingswood to Englewood Cliffs; most opened in the last three months.

So when you’re bored of your same old go-to spots (we know you are), peruse this list of hot new places sure to satisfy — and impress your friends.

Happy eating, Jersey!

KAI YANG, MONTCLAIR

Where: 345 Bloomfield Avenue

What: A new Thai concept that brings the street market foods of Bangkok to Montclair — and it’s BYOB.

Try: The “marinated all day” rotisserie chickens, the duck tamarind, the tom kha soup